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underworld pressed round Ulysses, Always a little tenuous,
those figures seem still thinner as they rise on the Boston
air, evoked by memory and the first sight of their actual
dwelling-place. But they rise and rise; and the blameless
little streets fill with that impalpable Walpurgis. Faint
spinsters in pursuit of answers to half-formulated questions;
young men at issue with fine shades; and, greatest of his
creations, that incomparable elder who returned upon his
native country and faced it, like a large slow-spoken Sphinx,
with riddles far beyond its comprehension. They were all
there on that sedate and shadowy Brocken; and as they
danced across the field of fancy, one seemed to catch behind
them gleams of a more substantial circle in dinner-table
argument with fiercely brandished knives and forks—of the
brisk Swedenborgian parent, of Wilky " the adipose ancl
affectionate/' a silent, smiling little sister, the electric
William, and " covered, like some marine crustacean, with
all sorts of material growths, rich sea-weeds and rigid
barnacles and things . . * hidden in the mist of his strange
heavy alien manners and customs," yet remaining under
them all " dear old, good, innocent and at bottom very
powerless-feeling Harry."
, Not to be denied, they rose on the mind, as the little
streets curved in and out, and lion and unicorn ramped on
their coping-stone in State Street. The air was bright
above the Common, and the big bridges groped across the
ice for Cambridge, But the magic seemed to fail, as the
long lines of box-cars hooted for switches down by the
harbour, where Irishmen were telling Italians how to vote.
Its call was fainter still, where the lit street-cars jolted past
department stores; and in the big hotel lobby, where
Rotary refreshed streamed back to service and the un-
moving drummers still sat with their hats on, it fell silent,

